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The "Free” in free software has morphed in meaning…

Before: Free like “free beer” Now: Free like “free puppy”



Once upon a time 
we were excited 
with free software

Monetization was 
simple and 
understandable:
1) Shareware
2) Trialware
3) Freemium



But then life got 
complicated

• Everybody had a 
toolbar to install

• Everybody changed 
our search and 
homepages

• Popups galore
• And nobody 

remembers how 
these “extras” got 
there



Now we get super 
suspicious when 
we install software

But we still get fooled
• Missed an opt-out 

check box
• Choosing a fake 

installer (upgrade 
your flash, missing 
video player)

Do you spend your 
vacations cleaning up 
relatives’ systems?



Free software. Free as in, “free puppy”



A software monetization ecosystem example

• Carrier apps
• Installers

• Search Offers
• Advertisers

• AV Vendors
• Platforms



Carrier App

• The app everybody 
wants, but nobody 
wants to pay for

• This example: 
KMPlayer from KMP 
Media

• From official site



The Installer

• Pays the carrier for the 
right to install in 
exchange for adding 
more offers

• May pay for marketing 
(or rely on advertisers)



The Offers
• Can monetize, but need 

distribution
• Usually there’s one search offer 

and one or more software offers
• Pay the installer, usually after an 

auction



Mixing carriers with offers is a 
working pattern

- TV, radio, search do this

And curated deals do work

But un-curated deals fail
- Aggressive affiliates
- Auction-style exchanges 

remove responsibility

And nobody can really help
- AVs are overwhelmed
- Strict rules destroy the market

It sounds good in theory

Result: bad guys take over



Software monetization has become a tragedy…

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The tragedy of the commons is an 
economic theory of a situation within a 
shared-resource system where 
individual users acting independently 
and rationally according to their own 
self-interest behave contrary to the 
common good of all users by depleting 
that resource.



Example advertiser: 
DriverSupport
• Wanted more distribution, 

but was scared to enter the 
monetization game.

• Took the leap and became 
an offer

• Quickly got flagged by AV 
vendors

• Result: got removed from 
many existing customers: 
loss of business

• Stopped all offers until 
market cleans up

How should DriverSupport grow?
• Sue the AV vendors for ruining their 

business?
• Go to the dark side and work with 

aggressive, evasive installers?
• Help save their industry?



Can we avert the tragedy?

2014: Microsoft, AVs, Google, and 
installers founded the Clean 
Software Alliance

Basic idea: self-regulate
• Create a safe haven for “clean” 

software vendors to operate
• Agree on a set of clean behavior 

guidelines
• Monetization players agree to 

follow guidelines
• AVs agree to not detect “clean” 

software vendors

Status: CSA has formed
• Almost agreed on guidelines
• But it hasn’t figured out how to 

enforce (early work with IEEE 
taggants, but this hasn’t landed)

• Nothing operationalized yet



AppEsteem is a new startup helping 
software monetization companies to 
self-regulate and AVs to trust them

Certify and “seal” apps that meet 
guidelines

• Clean Software Alliance Guidelines
• Microsoft Objective Criteria
• Google Extension Quality Guidelines

Monitor and enforce when apps go 
dirty

Provide attribution, behavior, and 
distribution data to AVs and platforms

Making it real with 
a trusted seal



How monitored self-regulation will work for apps



A clean world is a better world
Security 
vendors focus 
on getting rid 
of bad guys

Customers 
install with 
confidence 

Independent 
software 
vendors build 
share, get 
paid, focus on 
value, thrive

Installers 
build brand 
value through 
clean 
exchanges



Our plans to make free 
software desirable again
Create demand for the seal

• Sealed download sites
• Sealed search results
• Seal-aware browsers

Recruit vendors
• Beta with 2-3 trusted installers this 

summer
• Roll out this fall/winter

Grow beyond Windows to mobile and 
advertising (maybe even beer )



http://appesteem.com
info@appesteem.com

@appesteem
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